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A Girl, a Raccoon, and the Midnight Moon
Welcome to Shadow Falls, nestled deep in the woods
of a town called Fallen Kylie Galen has never felt
normal. One night she finds herself at the wrong
party, with the wrong people, and it changes her life
forever. Her mother ships her off to Shadow Falls—a
camp for troubled teens—but within hours of arriving,
it becomes clear that her fellow campers aren't
"troubled." Here at Shadow Falls, vampires,
werewolves, shapeshifters, witches and fairies train
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side by side—learning to harness their powers, control
their magic, and live in the normal world. They insist
Kylie is one of them, and that she was brought to
Shadow Falls for a reason. As if life wasn't
complicated enough, enter Derek and Lucas. Derek's
a half Fae who's determined to be her boyfriend, and
Lucas is a brooding werewolf with whom Kylie shares
a secret past. Both Derek and Lucas couldn't be more
different, but they both have a powerful hold on her
heart. Even though Kylie is uncertain about
everything, she starts to realize that Shadow Falls is
exactly where she belongs Don't miss this
spectacular, New York Times bestselling, young adult
paranormal romance series from C. C. Hunter! Born at
Midnight will steal your heart and haunt your dreams.

Jewel
This unique collection brings back into print some of
the lesser known poems of James ('B.V'.) Thomson
(1834-82) as well as his acclaimed The City of
Dreadful Night. Composed in the later half of the
nineteenth-century, many of Thomson's post-Christian
poems challenge the securities of Victorian religious
comfort and sceptically view the human condition as
devoid of connection with any providential
sustenance.

The Western Midnight Cry
In the third installment of the Shadow Falls series,
Kylie Galen believes that if she can just discover what
she is, all the other uncertainties in her life will
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suddenly make sense, but in a camp for teens with
paranormal abilities, there's not much that makes
sense. Original.

Shadow Falls: The Beginning
Bree Richards has lived a secluded life for the last ten
years. When her past finally catches up with her, Bree
finds herself travelling across the Country with the
dangerous Michael Ryan. With Boston's underworld
and sexy, but questionable, FBI agent Davis snapping
at their heels, Bree makes the decision to put her
trust in the one person she fears most.

Midnight Bloom
Will you press into heaven at the expense of earth? It
has been said that revivals are born after midnight.
This is not because midnight is a magic hour—it
isn’t—but because anyone truly desiring renewal
doesn’t tire at seeking it. Born After Midnight stirs us
toward renewal. Be it in the realm of money, worship,
worry, or prayer, A. W. Tozer applies God’s high
wisdom to our everyday living to show how sin is
bitter and Christ is sweet, helping us crave heaven
and lose our taste for the world. If you will take God
for who He says He is, trust His promises as true, and
forsake the world in clutching for heaven, it will cost
you everything. But it will give you eternity. Born
After Midnight invites you to seek what cannot be
lost.

Midnight's Children
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Sol sludged to the table, saw the sweets piled up
high. "They look very tasty, but not for this guy."
Christmas isn't for slugs. Or at least, that's what Sol (a
very slimy slug) thinks. On Christmas Eve, he slips out
on an adventure, leaving a sparkling trail as he goes.
Sol meets a very special visitor and learns why he's
the perfect creature to have around at Christmas. In
fact, he soon discovers it's the most magical time of
the year for everyone even tiny, squidgy, slimecoated creatures like him.

Reclaimed
In the kingdom of Amaranyllis there is a legend Of a
prince who crossed the ocean chasing a prophecy. Of
a princess traded for a rose. When destiny brings
them together it will lead them through a fairy land
and across the sea; along a road marked by strife and
storms. For even though this destiny has bound their
hearts together, it will also tear them apart. Embroiled
in the battle between fairy magic and sorcery they
will risk the schemes and lies of court and the wrath
of rogue enemies to find their way back to one
another. But will it be enough to defeat the prophecy
that haunts them both? This loose fairy tale retelling
evokes the romance of Beauty and the Beast and the
perils of Eros and Psyche to reveal that legends are
not always what they seem. ENCHANTED STORMS is a
young adult fantasy romance where prince charming
is only the beginning of the heroine's adventure. It is
the second book in the PRINCESS KINGDOM, a richly
imagined world of fairytale retellings full of sweet
romance, compelling characters and fairy magic. Fans
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of Robin McKinley, Melanie Dickerson, and Juliet
Marillier will enjoy ENCHANTED STORMS and the other
books in the PRINCESS KINGDOM series.

If I Loved You
Follow an epic journey of fantasy and adventure as
Scholar and Artist hunt the origins of the elusive
Djinn. Trekking across exotic lands and over raging
seas to the volcanic island home of demons of smoke
and ash, will they survive finding what they are both
seeking so desperately?

Blooming at Midnight
Saleem Sinai is born at the stroke of midnight on
August 15, 1947, the very moment of India’s
independence. Greeted by fireworks displays,
cheering crowds, and Prime Minister Nehru himself,
Saleem grows up to learn the ominous consequences
of this coincidence. His every act is mirrored and
magnified in events that sway the course of national
affairs; his health and well-being are inextricably
bound to those of his nation; his life is inseparable, at
times indistinguishable, from the history of his
country. Perhaps most remarkable are the telepathic
powers linking him with India’s 1,000 other
“midnight’s children,” all born in that initial hour and
endowed with magical gifts. This novel is at once a
fascinating family saga and an astonishing evocation
of a vast land and its people–a brilliant incarnation of
the universal human comedy. Midnight’s Children
stands apart as both an epochal work of fiction and a
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brilliant performance by one of the great literary
voices of our time. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Wings of Shadow
Step into the world of Shadow Falls, a camp that helps
teens tap into their specialtalents. Once you visit,
you'll never forget it—and you'll never, ever be the
same. From the moment Kylie Galen arrived at
Shadow Falls Camp, she's had one burning question:
What am I? Surrounded by vampires, werewolves,
shape-shifters, fairies and witches, Kylie longs to
figure out her own supernatural identityand what her
burgeoning powers mean. And now she'll need them
more than ever, because she's being haunted by a
new spirit who insists that someone Kylie knows—and
loves—will die before the end of the summer. If only
she only knew who she was supposed to save. And
how But giving Kylie the most trouble is her aching
heart. Gorgeous werewolf Lucas left camp with
another girl, but he's still visiting Kylie in her dreams.
And Derek, a sexy half Fae who's always been there
for her when she needed him, is pushing to get more
serious—and growing impatient, especially when
Lucas returns. Kylie knows she needs to decide
between the boys, and it's tearing her up inside. Yet
romance will have to wait, because something from
the dark side of the supernatural world is hiding in
Shadow Falls. It's about to threaten everything she
holds dearand bring her closer to her destiny. Awake
at Dawn is the second installment in C.C. Hunter's
young adult fantasy series.
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Through Love's Trials
The one thing Rose Trent, Dowager Countess of
Bentley, ever wanted was freedom. Now it's within
her grasp. Or it was, until she was kidnapped on the
very first holiday she'd ever taken. What should have
been traumatic has turned into the most adventurous
time in her life, aided by a most unlikely Scot.
Unfortunately, she only has a fortnight to thoroughly
enjoy herself before her stepson shows up to pay the
ransom. Laird Aiden MacGregor usually thinks through
everything before taking action. Order is necessary to
the running of a successful business and home. But,
one simple rash action throws everything into
disorder. He hadn't been the one to kidnap the
delightful and beautiful Lady Bentley, but he'd be the
one to pay the price. As such, he decides to spend the
last days on Earth making everything right with his
family, securing their future, and spending every
moment he can with Rose before he swings from the
gallows. With a word from her, or perhaps promise,
his neck might be saved, but at what cost and is Rose
willing to save him?

Nothing More To Lose
It's all she's ever wanted to be, but it couldn't be
further from her grasp Dana Hathaway doesn't know
it yet, but she's in big trouble. When her alcoholic
mom shows up at her voice recital drunk, again, Dana
decides she's had enough and runs away to find her
mysterious father in Avalon: the only place on Earth
where the regular, everyday world and the
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captivating, magical world of Faerie intersect. But
from the moment Dana sets foot in Avalon,
everything goes wrong, for it turns out she isn't just
an ordinary teenage girl—she's a Faeriewalker, a rare
individual who can travel between both worlds, and
the only person who can bring magic into the human
world and technology into Faerie. Soon, Dana finds
herself tangled up in a cutthroat game of Fae politics.
Someone's trying to kill her, and everyone seems to
want something from her, from her newfound friends
and family to Ethan, the hot Fae guy Dana figures
she'll never have a chance with until she does.
Caught between two worlds, Dana isn't sure where
she'll ever fit in and who can be trusted, not to
mention if her world will ever be normal again

Midnight's Lair
Born At Midnight is written by Kedar Vitekar, a very
talented new born writer. This is his first book in the
genre of romance. The book resolves around the love
and how it can turn our life around. Kedar Vitekar, in
his book reveals the story of small lad Aryan, how he
falls in love with cute little bubbly girl Mukta in the
age of playing video games and he then end up
proposing her, but when she says no he starts to take
some decisions which then land himself in blunders,
one thing led to another and he finds himself in a
mess. When he joins college he meets Riya and all of
a sudden he feels like his life going upside down.

Lady Admired
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This early work on The night born is a fascinating
novel of the period and still an interesting read today.
Classic Jack London short stories, including The NightBorn - By Jack London - Classic Jack London. Short
Stories including: The Night-Born - The Madness of
John Harned - When the World was Young - The
Benefit of the Doubt - Winged Blackmail - Bunches of
Knuckles - War - Under the Deck Awnings - To Kill a
Man - The Mexican.

Every Cradle Is a Grave
"Kylie's journey of self-discovery and friendship is so
full of honesty, it's impossible not to fall in love with
her and Shadow Fallsand with two sexy males vying
for her attention, the romance is scorching. This book
has me begging for more, and I love, love, love it!"
-Verb Vixen Now available together for the first time,
don't miss books one and two in C. C. Hunter's
spectacular Shadow Falls series! One night Kylie
Galen finds herself at the wrong party, with the wrong
people, and it changes her life forever. Her mother
ships her off to Shadow Falls--a camp for troubled
teens, but it soon becomes clear that the kids at
Shadow Falls are far from ordinary. They're
supernatural--learning to harness their powers,
control their magic and live in the normal world.
Kylie's never felt normal, but surely she doesn't
belong here with a bunch of paranormal freaks either.
Or does she? They insist Kylie is one of them, and that
she was brought here for a reasonif she can only
figure out why, and what her burgeoning powers
mean. As if life wasn't complicated enough, enter
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Derek and Lucas. Derek's a half Fae who's determined
to be her boyfriend, and Lucas is a smokin' hot
werewolf with whom Kylie shares a secret past. Both
Derek and Lucas couldn't be more different, but they
both have a powerful hold on her heart. As Kylie
struggles to make sense of her feelings and her new
abilities, the dark side of the supernatural world
emerges and makes life a whole lot harder. An evil
enemy lurking in the shadows is about to threaten
everything she holds dearand bring her closer to her
destiny.

Born at Midnight
Mortals never see me in their final moments. Isabel
saw me. From the very beginning. She saw me, knew
me for the monster I am, and still she loved me. That
beautiful young woman with fire in her blood. I
wanted her the moment I laid eyes on her. She was
perfect, made just for me by a cruel and merciless
twist of Fate. Isabel was my mate and my match in
every way, but loving me destroyed her. Fate stole
my love from me, simply to watch me suffer. Oh, it
had cost her, but not nearly enough. A few dead
Reapers were nothing compared to what I would do
when I found her. The River of the Dead could run red
with the blood of the guilty, and it would never be
enough. My revenge would be a bitter-sweet thing, for
it would never bring my Isabel back to me. Once she
faced Judgment, she would be lost to me forever. I
could not accept that. I would not. Author's note:
Please be aware that "Wings of Shadow" is book 2 of
The Immortal Sorrows series, and cannot be read as a
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stand-alone book. It is the continuation of Izzy's and
Asher's story, and takes place directly after the
conclusion of book 1, "Wings of Darkness," which is
available now, exclusively through Amazon.
**Contains some violence and strong language**
**Recommended for ages 16+**

Desperately Undone
If You Only Wanted One Night Would You Take A
Chance On a Man Who Wanted Forever? Rose O'Brian
wants to spice up her love life and Jack Winston
seems like the answer. Sexy, funny and a killer smile,
Jack is every woman's fantasy. All she wants is one
night of passion, nothing more. But Jack has a secret
that stops him from taking her up on her offer, stops
him from having the one thing he wants more than
his next breath--beautiful Rose O'Brian. Rose has her
own secrets. Emotionally scared, she's never believed
in happily ever afters. But for the first time she's met
a man who makes her want to open her heart, to
dream of love. When Rose's past rears its ugly head
can she finally let go and overcome the hurt? Can Jack
convince her to take a chance and embrace a future
with him? Can he show her that love is there if she
will only reach out and take it?

Taken at Dusk
Millions of years ago, humans just happened.
Accidents of environment and genetics contributed to
the emergence of sentient beings like us. Today,
however, people no longer "just happen"; they are
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created by the voluntary acts of other people. This
book examines several questions about the ethics of
human existence. Is it a good thing, for humans, that
humans "happened"? Is it ethical to keep making new
humans, now that reproduction is under our control?
And given that a person exists (through no fault or
choice of his own), is it immoral or irrational for him to
refuse to live out his natural lifespan? Sarah Perry
answers these questions in the negative--not out of
misanthropy, but out of empathy for human suffering
and respect for human autonomy. "Every Cradle Is a
Grave undertakes a difficult task-to write on
discomforting matters from a perspective that is
socially unsanctioned. Strange as it may seem to
some of us, there are scads of volumes that praise
the abuses we endure in our lives. Such works have
always been well thumbed, though they are only
prayer-books for the purpose of worshiping misery.
Sarah Perry is more honest and less perverse on the
subject of suffering, treating pain as both a
philosophical and a practical problem to which, it is
admitted, there is no ultimate solution. Nonetheless,
in her view there still remains intelligence and
compassion as a means for confronting the insoluble.
That is what makes this book as much a necessity as
it is a rarity." --Thomas Ligotti, author of The
Conspiracy against the Human Race Meaning. Value.
Birth. Death. Sanctity. These subjects and others are
reexamined through the lens of suicide rights and
procreation ethics in Sarah Perry's Every Cradle Is a
Grave. If you're at all fond of asking the truly Big
Questions, this is the read you've been waiting for.
Why are we here, and why do we stay? Prepare to
have your assumptions dissected and turned on their
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heads. It's a bumpy ride, but then, so is this little
journey we're on as we spin aimlessly around a sun
that's destined to burn out, just as surely as each
individual life will one day fall back down into the mud
from which all life arises. Asking the hard questions is
one thing, but hearing answers that might shake us to
the core can be something else again. --Jim Crawford,
author of Confessions of an Antinatalist "In this
eminently rational, clear and serious book, Sarah
Perry is courageous and strong enough to confront
the forbidden truths of human life. Every Cradle Is a
Grave should be mandatory reading for anyone who
plans to have children." -Mikita Brottman, author of
Thirteen Girls

All In
Midnight's Children
Bride McTierney has had it with men. They're cheap,
self-centered, and never love her for who she is. But
though she prides herself on being independent, deep
down she still yearns for a knight in shining armor.
She just never expected her knight in shining armor
to have a shiny coat of fur Deadly and tortured, Vane
Kattalakis isn't what he seems. Most women lament
that their boyfriends are dogs. In Bride's case, hers is
a wolf. A Were-Hunter wolf. Wanted dead by his
enemies, Vane isn't looking for a mate. But the Fates
have marked Bride as his. Now he has three weeks to
either convince Bride that the supernatural is real or
he will spend the rest of his life neutered--something
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no self-respecting wolf can accept But how does a
wolf convince a human to trust him with her life when
his enemies are out to end his? In the world of the
Were-Hunters, it really is dog-eat-dog. And only one
alpha male can win.

Birth to Buyout
Life hasn't been kind to Adam Sellars latelyIn the past
year he has broken up with his fiancee, barely
survived a terrible car wreck, and had his brother's
family vanish while he lay unconscious in the hospital.
Since then he has been a crippled shell going through
the motions of life with nothing but the search for his
brother to keep him going.But Adam is about to
discover that things can still take a turn for the
worse.Much worse.His quest for his lost brother has
brushed up against a very dark corner of the world
and something has come out of that darkness with an
unholy vengeance. He can't fight it, he can't hide from
it, and not even the police can protect him as his
world descends into chaos.His only hope lies in a
mysterious pair of strangers who have appeared out
of nowhere with an offer of aid. But they have their
own agenda, and his survival may not be their top
priority. Now Adam must keep his wits about him and
learn to believe in himself again as events send him
on a collision course with a monster more horrific
than he ever dreamed possible.

BEHOLD! Born Unto You
Can they survive the Last, Long Night of the Civil
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War? Historical fiction is my passion. I so love bringing
history to life - the reason I dedicate most of my time
to writing historical fiction books! The Last, Long
Night is the fifth book in the ongoing Bregdan
Chronicles historical novel series. It's readers like you
who have turned it into a worldwide bestseller. Thank
you! Description: The power of the Union army brings
the South to its knees in surrender, but not until a
year of intense pain and violence creates a chasm
that may be impossible for the country to bridge.
Carrie struggles to hold on to hope as the world caves
in around her, hanging on to the promise she's been
given. She also finally gets to reveal the secret she
has held so close. Moses is gravely wounded in battle.
Aunt Abby faces danger as she gets more deeply
involved with women's rights, and spends time in
Washington, D.C. Robert's plantation takes a severe
loss, but is saved from burning by an unlikely source.
Rose continues to thrive in the Contraband Camp and
finally has a dream come true. Volume # 5 of The
Bregdan Chronicles continues the sweeping saga that
now encompasses the final year of the American Civil
War. ** How many books will be in the Bregdan
Chronicles? You'll have to ask God about that I intend
to write these character's stories, one year at a time,
for as long as I'm able to write. I'm passionate about
bringing history to life through historical fiction. Since
I'm amazingly healthy, that could be for a very long
time! I don't like stories to end any more than you do.
This one won't end for a very long time! Ginny Dye
Review: I waited to give a review until I had read the
first 5 books. I am struggling to find appropriate
words to describe the awe I am in, and I find myself
failing miserably. I absolutely could not put these
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books down. I would finish one, and immediately hop
online to go get the next one.sometimes in the wee
hours of the morning, when my tail should have been
asleep. The writing style of this author brings you
right into the story as if you are a part of it. She has
amazing talent to capture the imagination, and bring
you right into a virtual reality. I have fallen in love
with every one of these characters, and have become
completely entranced with each life represented. The
historical account of this time period was so right on,
so very vivid, you almost feel like you've walked right
into it. These books became so alive, I actually had
dreams at night of battle. (I'm not even kidding.) But
it goes further. There were conversations in these
books that had me reading over them several times.
Life lessons. Sage advice. The kind of wisdom that
comes from everyday life. God moments that were so
profound, they pierced my heart with an accuracy
that I can't even begin to explain. Many times, the
lives and hearts of each character were changed and
rocked with revelation that came about in a moment,
yet, so deeply touching the deepest recesses of the
heart, that you can't go beyond it, without it having
changed you as well, as you read it. Thank you Ginny
Dyenot only for an amazing journey.but for those God
and light bulb moments throughout each book, that
reached beyond the pages, and made their home
inside the soul. What can I say overall? Well, let me
put it like this: these books are like "Gone with the
Wind" meets up with "Eat,Pray,Love"; then whispers
some "Secret life of Bees", forges some "Steel
Magnolia", and at times, wraps itself with the "Color
Purple." Sigh. Did I mention how much I loved these
books?
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The Last, Long Night
USA TODAY bestselling author Kathryn Shay spent
five years riding fire trucks with a large city fire
department, eating in their firehouses and
interviewing hundreds of America's Bravest. Read the
novels that resulted from her intense relationship with
firefighters! “Shay writes an emotion-packed story.
With angst and some hot sex, this dramatic tale also
has a nice touch of humor.” RT Book Reviews Ian
Woodward, one of the firefighter heroes of the 9/11
terrorist attack, lost the use of his legs on that horrific
day. When Ian starts teaching at the Hidden Cove Fire
Academy, he finds meaning in his life again. But he
vows never to accept the love of beautiful Broadway
star Lisel Loring—until a deluded fan starts stalking
her. Disgraced cop, Rick Ruscio becomes her
bodyguard, but it’s his community service at a local
preschool, where he meets teacher Faith McPherson,
that completely turns his life upside down. Both men
must deal with their issues and accept the strong
women who love them. "The talented Shay offers
another heartwarming tale of brave men and
women." Booklist “I was profoundly moved by this
book in a way that I haven't often been moved by a
romance novel. It speaks of redemption, forgiveness
and the transcendent healing power of love. I know
that I will be reading this one again. All About
Romance

Somewhere, After Midnight
Saleem Sinai is born at the stroke of midnight on
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August 15, 1947, the very moment of India’s
independence. Greeted by fireworks displays,
cheering crowds, and Prime Minister Nehru himself,
Saleem grows up to learn the ominous consequences
of this coincidence. His every act is mirrored and
magnified in events that sway the course of national
affairs; his health and well-being are inextricably
bound to those of his nation; his life is inseparable, at
times indistinguishable, from the history of his
country. Perhaps most remarkable are the telepathic
powers linking him with India’s 1,000 other
“midnight’s children,” all born in that initial hour and
endowed with magical gifts. This novel is at once a
fascinating family saga and an astonishing evocation
of a vast land and its people–a brilliant incarnation of
the universal human comedy. Midnight’s Children
stands apart as both an epochal work of fiction and a
brilliant performance by one of the great literary
voices of our time. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Wraithling Born
While taking time off to recover from the traumatic
"Eva Doors" Case, Mark Henderson takes a keen
interest in paranormal investigation. Joining local
teams he enjoys small ghost hunts in and around the
town of New Rock. When Mark is contacted by Anita
Tremain to join her and a host of other investigators
at the frightening and foreboding Merrick Manor, he
jumps at the chance. But who would have thought a
simple ghost hunt would turn into a game of murder?
Only the strongest willed can survive the night. Will
Mark manage to solve the mystery of Merrick Manor
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before the murderer strikes somewhere, after
midnight?

Spiderstalk
If you love the work of John Maxwell, Max Lucado,
Joyce Meyer and Chuck Swindoll, then you will love
this new book. If you remember how you felt when
Linus told Charlie Brown the meaning of Christmas
then this book is for you. You know the storybut do
you really? What happened after Mary said "Yes"?
How long did it take Mary and Joseph to travel from
Nazareth to Bethlehem? Imagine how devastated
Joseph must have felt when he was unable to find a
room at the inn for the Son of God to be born? How
would you have felt? Be captivated as you travel back
in time. Be inspired by the extraordinary faith of the
ordinary people whom God chose to bring His most
precious gift to mankind. These were real people with
real lives, with real emotions. They were no different
than you and me.

Sol the Slug's Night Before Christmas
"I learned a long time ago that nothing is free, not
even help." ~ BlazeAlmost getting killed in a gay
bashing should have been one of the worst moments
of my life, but with everything I've been through, it
was just another day, except for the gorgeous man
who stepped in to save me. There is something about
Galen that draws me in and makes me want know
him, and the more time I spend with him, the more I
feel free to be myself. Galen doesn't seem to know
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what he wants, but I'm a man who stays true to
himself, and Galen seems to be someone worth taking
a chance on."Then you happened and all you have to
do is touch me and I lose myself." ~ GalenI never
thought I'd stumble on an attempted murder, but
that's exactly what happened one night while I was
trying to get home. After chasing away the assailants
and helping the enigmatic young victim home I tried
to put the incident out of my mind, but I couldn't get
him out of my head. I might not have ever thought
about being with a man before, but the more time I
spend with Blaze, the more I learn about who I really
am. Blaze has scars that run deep, but as he opens up
to me I find myself questioning everything I thought I
wanted, and wondering if I'm a good enough man to
give him what he needs. *This is Book 1 of The Den
Boys series, but can be read as a standalone - no
cliffhangers.

Night Play
Enchanted Storms
Blooming at Midnight is a collection of short stories
that revolve around the sacred shores of Banaras. In
this world, where people are in a constant race for
supremacy, power, dominance and control, this book
brings forth a savoring notion about happiness.
Through the book, the author underlines a golden
thought, “Happiness is you.” Anything and everything
else are mere factors of how much you allow for it. An
auto driver, Rajkumar; a domestic help, Shei; a
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boatman, Vijay; a drunken artist, Banu Desai; a social
activist Babu Da; a missing friend Chandra are not
mere characters that appear across the fifteen
chapters, but are a part of experiences that help
break the silence of ignorance.

The Blackest Night
Forced to police the border between two worlds in an
attempt at redemption, a cold and calculated Etienne
has purposely constructed an organized existence
that focuses on protecting the ignorant. A "chance"
encounter with the outspoken and brazen Sasha
Green unveils to him a connection that threatens to
thaw his heart. Etienne and Sasha are about to be
challenged to look beyond themselves and question
everything they believe to be "fact" as their two
worlds collide. In this first novel of the Lunar Eclipse
series, Sasha learns of the unusual hand that fate has
dealt her and finds herself caught up in a battle
between her moral compass and her innermost
primitive desires. As she evolves into her
predetermined role, she must question her fear
against myth and weigh the value of the marriage
she's committed to against the fulfillment of the path
that an unknown force is pushing her to walk. How
strong will Sasha be under its force, and will the
profound connection between the two ultimately
break her?

Born of Night
In a slightly fantastical New York City, one very
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special library branch has been designated for
possible closure. Bookish, socially awkward Pearl, the
daughter of the librarian, can't imagine a world
without the library—its books, its community of
oddballs, its hominess. When the head of their Edna
St. Vincent Millay statue goes missing, closure is
closer than ever. But Pearl is determined to save the
library. And with a ragtag neighborhood library
crew—including a constantly tap-dancing girl who
might just be her first friend, an older boy she has a
crush on, and a pack of raccoons who can read and
write—she just might be able to. With an eclectic cast
of richly drawn characters, a hint of just-around-thecorner magic, footnotes, sidebars, and Jessixa
Bagley's classic illustrations throughout, this warmhearted, visually magnificent tale of reading and
believing from beloved author Karen Romano Young
tells of a world where what you want to believe can
come true.

Benajah's Keeper
Thirteen years ago, a wrongful conviction sent an
innocent man to prison. Still mentally and physically
scarred six years after his release, William Law
believed the darkest days of his life were behind him,
until the night he is attacked in a dark alleyway. As
Law tries to deal with the outcome and struggles to
understand the reasons behind the encounter, a more
troubling presence begins to make itself known.
Meanwhile, a missing teenager's disappearance is
being treated as a murder investigation. Homicide
inspector Mac Jackson is leading the inquiries. With no
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contact, no ransom demand, and all the leads
exhausted, his case soon grows cold. Then Jackson
receives an anonymous phone call from a tipster with
some startling information. As Jackson follows up on
the new lead, he unearths clues connecting one crime
to another, and learns that the most unconventional
path might be the only one that leads to the truth.

Born At Midnight
Trapped underground, how will they escape?
Midnight's Lair is a terrifying journey into evil by the
highly acclaimed Richard Laymon. Perfect for fans of
Stephen King and Dean Koontz. Mordocks's cave is
one of the wonders of the world: a place where, every
year, thousands of sightseers go deep beneath the
earth's surface to marvel at Nature's handiwork. But
it's also home to things Nature never intended violent, evil things. And when a power failure traps a
group of tourists underground, the creatures emerge
from the darkness What readers are saying about
Midnight's Lair: 'Written with Laymon's usual fastpaced, action packed, no-holds-barred style of writing,
you'll find the novel difficult to put down at any point,
with the next horrifying event just around the corner'
'This is 253 pages of pure splatterpunk heaven,
delivering classic Laymon horror with a no-holdsbarred approach and a reflection of his truly twisted
imagination. Absolutely great stuff!' 'The pace is
frenetic, the characters are both endearing and
repulsive, and the gratuitous violence is almost nonstop. Never have I read a book that could leave me
slack jawed with horror and something akin to awe'
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Awake at Dawn
LIKE CARRYING AROUND YOUR OWN BUSINESS
LAWYER, BUT WITHOUT ALL THE TALKING AND BILLS.
Birth to Buyout gives you a straightforward, easy-tograsp understanding of the business law questions
and answers you need to run your business and
prosper. Packed with refreshingly candid information,
Birth to Buyout tackles business law topics in terms
you can understand. Organized to guide you through
all stages of your business - from Birth to Buyout - you
learn: SET UP A COMPANY * The difference between
Corporations, S-Corporations and Limited Liability
Companies * How to pick the right entity for you *
Where you should set up your company * How to pick
a company name * What to take to the bank when
you set up your company bank account * What to put
in your business plan YOU AND YOUR PARTNERS * The
big conversation you and your partners need to have
at the beginning of your venture * Picking officers,
officer titles and salaries * How to make sure you can
get out when you want * How to kick out another
owner * Setting up your Board of Directors * Dangers
of serving on the Board * How to be a great Board
member GETTING FUNDED * The difference between
debt and equity * What investors expect from you *
The parts of an investment deal * How to divide
control between founders and investors * Securities
laws * Sources of debt financing * Parts of a loan *
Building business credit INTERNET CONTRACTS *
What you need to put in your website privacy policy
and Terms of Use * Avoiding liability from user
generated content * Kids information under COPPA
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OFFICE LEASE * Negotiating the rent * Difference
among net leases, double net and triple net leases
EMPLOYEES & INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS * What
goes in an employment contract * Noncompetes *
Union contracts and collective bargaining *
Nondiscrimination laws * Screening candidates,
including immigration forms * How to follow rules
about minimum wage and overtime and payroll
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY * Trademark * Copyright *
Patent * How to get the rights through licensing or
buying the IP MANUFACTURING * How to plan your
whole manufacturing and fulfillment process * How to
get a prototype made * How to discover the
regulations you have to know about and follow * How
to hire a manufacturer SALES AND MARKETING * How
to get your product sold * Distribution channel options
* Advertising and promotions * How to comply with
advertising laws * What goes into your contract with
distributors or sales agents * CanSpam and
telemarketing rules GETTING PROTECTION AGAINST
LIABILITY * Contracts * Insurance and Bonds * Vigilant
Due Diligence GETTING RICH * Valuing a business *
Valuing stock * Process of selling your company *
Term Sheets * Representations and Warranties *
Closing * Post closing * Tips to make for a peaceful
sale AND, THERE'S A STORY - MEET HAP, HAZARD
AND A LAWYER NAMED GRAVITY. Birth to Buyout is
not just a business law almanac. Birth to Buyout spins
forward on the story of two cubicle workers who make
a run for entrepreneurship just as big corporate
culture is closing in, all with the help of their
corporate lawyer (if you just want the law, you can
skip the story pages). Birth to Buyout was written to
be an easy-to-follow guide to business law. That's
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why: * All explanations are in plain English * Charts
and diagrams are used to make the law clear * The
book celebrates American entrepreneurship and how
it can truly set you free

The City of Dreadful Night
After moving to England, Sabrina tumbles into an
unknown world when she meets the man of her
dreams, literally. As a writer, her overactive
imagination makes her believe the impossible, but
recovering from shock, she wonders how Isaac could
appear in her nightmares-when she's never met him
in real life. Until now. Staggering events catapult her
into a world where ruthless creatures roam freely
along unsuspecting humans, and battle lines are
clearly drawn. While embarking on a dangerous and
passionate affair, a bitter enemy appears from Isaac's
past that will stop at nothing to remove her from his
arms. Permanently. In order to establish a foreseeable
and solid future, Sabrina must first deal with
tumultuous occurrences. Navigating a shadowy world
she never knew existed; Sabrina fights for her
newfound loveand her life.

The Night-Born
"Convince Me!" is a language arts lesson for middle
school classes. The students use the Internet to study
the art of persuasive speaking in order to deliver a
speech once given by a famous person. The lesson is
presented as part of the Pennsylvania Link-to-Learn
Professional Development Project.
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Born After Midnight
Jewel has a problem. She's in a witch school and can't
get the most basic spells to work. Her true magical
talents must remain hidden. That might be hard to do
with a killer on the loose. Murder, mayhem, and
magic with a little romance along the way.

Glimmerglass
In the Ichidian Universe, The League and their
ruthless assassins rule all. Expertly trained and highly
valued, the League Assassins are the backbone of the
government. But not even the League is immune to
corruption . . . Command Assassin Nykyrian Quikiades
once turned his back on the League—and has been
hunted by them ever since. Though many have tried,
none can kill him or stop him from completing his
current mission: to protect Kiara Zamir, a woman
whose father's political alliance has made her a
target. As her world becomes even deadlier, Kiara
must entrust her life to the same kind of beast who
once killed her mother and left her for dead. Old
enemies and new threaten them both and the only
way they can survive is to overcome their suspicions
and learn to trust in the very ones who threaten them
the most: each other.

Convince Me
Evanna Amaranthine, a ruthless, 600 year old
vampire, has a new assignment: to leave the walls of
Benajah, her beloved vampire guild, enter the realm
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of humans to stalk down her prey, Rian Delmar, and
kill him. At first, the prospect of being around humans
any longer than the time it takes to drain them
repulses Evanna, but after moving in with her new
human-loving vampire housemate, she soon becomes
hopelessly entangled with Messiah Scarborough, his
strikingly good-looking artist friend. When dreams of a
past life begin to plague her as she continues her
crusade, can she control emotions that threaten to
overwhelm her? Filled with fast-paced action and
steeped in suspense, Benajah's Keeper by Aeryn
Dougan is an urban fantasy that will capture readers'
hearts as it addresses the significance of family, fate,
and loyalty. Dramatic, gritty, and deeply passionate,
this unique take on the vampire legend will definitely
leave you wanting more.

Night Shadows
Night Shadows A Rebekah McCabe Mystery When
Caroline England first walked into her office with a
wild tale of being followed and feeling that someone
had targeted her for murder, Rebekah McCabe really
didn't believe her. But the money was real enough
and there was enough of it to make her a believer, at
least long enough to investigate. Caroline was a
hostess at Club Prana, a five level nightclub featuring
everything from hip-hop to reggae. The night before
she had nearly been shoved over a balcony rail. Could
it have been an accident? That's what Rebekah wants
to find out. But before she can, her client is dead and
Rebekah has a concussion. The cops tell her to let it
go, but Rebekah feels she owes her dead client and
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won't. Because there is still a killer out there, lurking
in the Night Shadows? Move over Decker and Marlow!
Bill Craig is bringing Rebekah McCabe to the world.
She's sexy, tough as nails, and nobody's baby. Night
Shadows is a tale of a wrongful death and one
woman's determination to make it right. --JB Kohl, coauthor of Over Their Heads
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